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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a hybrid method for face detection in color images. The well known Haar feature-based face detector developed by
Viola and Jones (VJ), that has been designed for gray-scale images
is combined with a skin-color ﬁlter, which provides complementary
information in color images. The image is ﬁrst passed through a
Haar-Feature based face detector, which is adjusted such that it is operating at a point on its ROC curve that has a low number of missed
faces but a high number of false detections. Then, using the proposed
skin color post-ﬁltering method many of these false detections can
be eliminated easily. We also use a color compensation algorithm to
reduce the effects of lighting. Our experimental results on the Bao
color face database show that the proposed method is superior to the
original VJ algorithm and also to other skin color based pre-ﬁltering
methods in the literature in terms of precision.
Index Terms— face detection, skin color detection, adaboost,
haar features
1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of face detection refers to determining whether or not
there are any faces in a given image and to estimate the location and
size of any detected faces [1]. Face detection is a trivial task for
humans, however it is not very easy for computers due to geometric (scale, in-plane rotation, pose, facial expressions, occlusion etc.)
and photometric variations. In the next subsection, face detection
algorithms in the literature will be brieﬂy reviewed.
1.1. Previous Work
Methods in the literature on face detection can be grouped as
knowledge-based, feature-based, template-based and appearancebased methods [1, 2, 3]. Face detection is an expensive search
problem. In general, a sliding window is scanned through an image at various scales to classify the window as face or non-face.
Therefore, many background windows need to be processed as well
as actual face regions. The ratio of the number of non-face windows to face windows can be as high as 100000:1. Hence, a well
trained classiﬁer is necessary that will produce a low number of false
positives.
Face detection methods based on learning algorithms have
shown good results [4]. Viola and Jones (VJ) [4] proposed a frontal
face detection system in gray-scale images based on the Adaboost
learning algorithm. More details about this algorithm will be provided in section 2.
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The number of false detections in VJ algorithm increases when
a high true detection rate is desired. For example, for a database
containing 507 faces, there are over 150 false positives to achieve a
true detection rate of about 93% [4]. This false positive rate is too
high for some applications. The VJ face detector has been reported
to fail if the face is tilted beyond about ±15 degrees in plane, rotated
beyond about ±45 degrees out of plane, towards a proﬁle view [4].
The work of Viola and Jones (VJ) have been extended to handle
multi-pose (frontal to proﬁle) faces [5] and in-plane rotation [6].
Skin-color is an effective cue for face detection since it is highly
invariant to geometric variations of the face (pose, facial expressions) and fast to process [7]. Skin-color has been shown to be
useful for face detection [8, 9]. There are some approaches in the
literature that try to combine the VJ face detector with skin-color detector, which are mainly based on pre-ﬁltering [9, 10, 11]. Instead
of making an exhaustive search on the whole image, VJ algorithm
is applied around probable face regions, where skin-color pixels are
highly populated. This results in an improvement in speed and a decrease in false positive rate. In [12], the authors use a pre-ﬁltering
approach to detect candidate face regions and then use a hybrid set of
features consisting of Haar-like and Gabor Features to train various
classiﬁers for faces in multiple poses.
1.2. Contributions and Outline of the Paper
In this paper, we propose a method that utilizes skin color detection
to decrease the high false positive rate of the VJ face detector [4].
The VJ algorithm uses only the brightness information in a search
window, resulting in a high false acceptance rate due to face-like
brightness patterns in the background. Therefore, skin-color is a
complementary channel of information, and it is very fast to process.
In order to achieve a low false detection rate while keeping a
high true detection rate, we propose a skin-color based post-ﬁltering
method for color images. The windows that are detected as face
by the VJ algorithm are veriﬁed if the window contains sufﬁcient
number of skin pixels. To maximize the overall true detection rate,
we adjust the parameters of the VJ algorithm such that the number
of misses is low, and the number of false detections is high. Most of
the false detections are easily eliminated by the proposed skin-color
based post-ﬁltering method.
In order to reduce the effects of illumination, we also use a color
compensation method before the skin-color detection step to improve the effectiveness of skin color detection, which was not present
in previous pre-ﬁltering based approaches [9, 10].
The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, background information is provided. In Section 3, the proposed method
for face detection is presented. Then in Section 4, experimental re-
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sults are provided, which is followed by conclusions in Section 5.

3. COMBINING HAAR FEATURES AND SKIN COLOR
BASED FACE DETECTORS

2. BACKGROUND

Our motivation in this work is to decrease the false positive rate of
the VJ face detector [4]. The ﬂowchart in Figure 1 shows the steps
followed to decrease the false positive rate. Given a color image
possibly containing a number of faces, the ﬁrst step is to apply an
illumination compensation algorithm with the goal of reducing the
effects of lighting. Then, the image is passed through the VJ detector
and a skin-pixel detector. In the next step, the analysis windows that
are detected as face by the VJ algorithm are veriﬁed by a skin-color
based method. Below each step shown in Figure 1 will be explained
in more detail.

2.1. Adaboost Based Face Detection using Haar Like Features
Viola & Jones [4] have presented a face detection method based on
an over-complete set of Haar-like features which are calculated in
scaled analysis windows. The rectangular Haar-like features are sensitive to edges, bars and other similar structures in the image and
they are computed using an efﬁcient method based on the integral
image concept. After calculation of a huge number of features for
each analysis window, the AdaBoost algorithm is used for combining a small number of these features to form an effective classiﬁer.
For example, for an analysis window of size 24 × 24, there are approximately 160, 000 features, far more than the number of pixels.
A variant of AdaBoost is used both to select the best features and to
train the ﬁnal classiﬁer [13].

2.2. Skin Color Detection
The approaches for skin segmentation in the literature have been
summarized in several survey papers [14, 15]. Two methods for skin
color detection have been tested in this work, which are described
below.
Bayesian Classiﬁer with the Histogram Technique: The ﬁrst
skin color detection method that is used is based on a Bayesian classiﬁer with histogram technique in RGB space. This method has
been reported to be superior to other methods in terms of accuracy
and computational cost for classifying pixels as skin and non-skin
[16, 17]. Using the likelihood ratio method, a pixel with a color
vector c is classiﬁed as a skin pixel if:
P (c|skin)
≥ τ,
P (c|nonskin)

(1)

where P (c|skin) and P (c|nonskin) are the class conditional pdfs
of skin and nonskin color distributions, respectively. The threshold
τ is theoretically deﬁned by the ratio τ = P (nonskin)/P (skin),
where the prior probabilities can be estimated from the training
set. In practice, the threshold τ is determined empirically, giving a
trade-off between the number of false positives and false negatives.
A value around τ = 0.4 gives good results in our experiments.
Explicitly Deﬁned Skin Color Detector: The second skin color
detection method that we test is based on a set of rules on R, G, B
color components of a pixel. In order to detect the skin colors for a
fair complexion under uniform daylight illumination, the following
set of rules have been found to be superior to other models under
some constraints [18]. A pixel with color components (R, G, B)
is detected as skin if the conditions given in (2) below hold. The
second line in (2) ensures that RGB components must not be close
together, which ensures greyness elimination. The third line in (2)
ensures that R and G components must not be close together, which
must be true for fair complexion [18].
R > 95 & G > 40 & B > 20 &
max{R, G, B} − min{R, G, B} > 15 &
|R − G| > 15 & R > G & R > B.

(2)
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of the proposed face detection method.
3.1. Illumination Compensation
Illumination compensation is important for eliminating the effects
of non standard illumination for skin color detectors. In this work,
we use a color compensation based on the Gray World method [19],
which is fast and simple to implement in RGB color space. This
method depends on the assumption that the average surface color
on the image, which is reﬂected from the surfaces corresponds to
the illumination. The algorithm consists of the following steps: i)
Calculate the averages of each color channel R, G, B for the whole
image to get Rave , Gave , and Bave . ii) Calculate a linear scaling factor for each color component SR = Rstd /Rave , SG =
Gstd /Gave , SB = Bstd /Bave , where (Rstd , Gstd , Bstd ) denotes
the standard gray value.
3.2. Skin Color Based Veriﬁcation
In order to detect the skin-colored pixels in the illumination compensated image, we implemented the two methods described in Section
2.2: Bayesian classiﬁer with the histogram technique and the explicitly deﬁned skin color detector.
The Bayesian classiﬁer with the histogram technique requires
a training step in order to estimate the class conditional pdfs
P (c|skin) and P (c|nonskin). We estimated these pdfs with
the RGB color histograms of skin and nonskin pixels using the
Compaq skin database [16]. This database contains wide variability in lighting (indoor/outdoor), background and skin types
(white/yellow/brown skins).

In order to estimate the class conditional pdfs of skin and nonskin pixels using histograms, let c denote the color vector of a pixel,
i.e. c = [r, g, b]. First we ﬁnd Hskin (c) and Hnonskin (c), which
denote the color histograms of the pixels labeled as skin and nonskin
in the training set. Then the histograms are normalized by dividing
by the total number of skin and nonskin pixels. Finally, the skin
pixels are detected by applying (1).
Using either the Bayesian classiﬁer or the explicit detector, binary skin color masks are generated, where skin color pixels are denoted by 1 and nonskin pixels are denoted by 0. Let Sj denote binary
the skin color mask for image j, where M is the total number of images and j = 1, . . . , M . Let Vji denote the ith detected window by
the Viola and Jones method for image j, where i = 1, . . . , N and N
denotes the total number of detected windows claimed as face by VJ
method.
Given the detection windows generated by the VJ algorithm and
the binary skin pixel masks, the skin color based veriﬁcation step is
carried out as follows:
1. Count the number of skin colored pixels Cji in window Vji :

Sj ,
(3)
Cji =
(x,y)∈Vji

Cji
≥ μ,
× hij

Method
Bayesian
Bayesian-I
Explicit
Explicit-I
VJ [4]
VJ-EER [4]
Pre-ﬁlter [10]

TP
812
811
812
810
813
770
760

FN
47
48
47
49
46
89
99

FP
39
36
46
40
237
83
77

Recall
94.53
94.41
94.53
94.30
94.65
89.64
88.48

Precision
95.42
95.75
94.64
95.29
77.43
90.27
90.80

method, we adjusted the parameters of VJ such that the number of
missed faces is as small as possible giving a high correct detection
rate. This gives us a high number of false positives, but we expect to
eliminate them with the skin color based veriﬁcation step.
In Table 1, we compare the face detection performances of seven
methods denoted with the following acronyms:
1. Bayesian: Our skin color based post-ﬁltering method using a
Bayesian skin classiﬁer.

2. Verify window Vji as face if:
wji

Table 1. Performance comparison of seven face detection methods
using ﬁrst 100 images of Bao dataset. The ﬁrst four rows show the
results of the proposed method.

(4)

wji and hij denote the width and height of window Vji , and μ
is a threshold, which is determined experimentally. A value
around μ = 0.2 gives good results during the experiments.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

2. Bayesian-I: Our skin color based post-ﬁltering method using
a Bayesian skin classiﬁer after illumination compensation.
3. Explicit: Our skin color based post-ﬁltering method using an
explicit skin classiﬁer.
4. Explicit-I: Our skin color based post-ﬁltering method using
an explicit skin classiﬁer after illumination compensation.
5. VJ: The original Viola and Jones algorithm [4].

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
used the Bao face database [20, 21], which consists of color images
containing single and multiple frontal and non-frontal faces with a
cluttered background. We used the ﬁrst 100 images of this database
containing a total of 859 faces. Since the original Bao database does
not contain the ground truth information for the face locations, we
ﬁrst marked ground-truth faces manually in each image by forming a
rectangle using the outer corner of the right eye and the left corner of
the mouth (see Figure 2). If this rectangle is completely within the
face detection window generated by VJ algorithm, we deﬁne that
window as a correct detection. The ground truth data is available
from [22].

Fig. 2. The manual labeling of the true face locations for the Bao
face database. A part of image 22 is shown. A rectangle is formed
by manually labeling the outer corner of the right eye and the left
corner of the mouth, which are shown by the white x signs.
We used pre-trained implementation of the the Viola and Jones
face detector in OpenCV library [23]. In order to combine the Haarfeature based face detector with the skin-color based post-ﬁltering
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6. VJ-EER: The original Viola and Jones algorithm [4] operating at the equal error rate point of the ROC curve.
7. Pre-Filter: The skin-color based pre-ﬁltering method [10].
The acronyms used in the table TP, FP, and FN denote the number of true positives, false positives and false negatives, respectively.
The precision and recall are deﬁned as P recision = T P/(T P +
F P ) and Recall = T P/(T P + F N ). We can observe from Table
1 that the highest precision is achieved by the proposed BayesianI method, which is the post ﬁltering method using a Bayesian skin
classiﬁer. This precision is much higher than that of the VJ [4] and
skin pre-ﬁltering [10] methods.
Since the skin color ﬁlter is not perfect, it may miss some skin
colored pixels. Therefore, the integrity of the face region may not
be preserved if the skin color is used as a pre-ﬁlter. This causes an
increase in the miss (FN) rate of the VJ algorithm which follows the
skin color pre-ﬁlter, as can be observed in the last row of Table 1.
However, this effect is not observed if the skin color is used as a
post-ﬁlter as proposed in this paper.
If we compare the proposed Bayesian-I and VJ methods given
in second and ﬁfth rows of Table 1, we can see that the precision
increased from 77.43 % to 95.75 %, while keeping the recall rate
almost the same. We can also observe that using an illumination
compensation step is also beneﬁcial in terms of increasing precision.
In Figure 3 (a), the face detection results of the VJ algorithm are
shown for image 26 of the Bao database, where we can see three
false detections. In Figure 3 (b), the result after the proposed skin
color based post-ﬁltering is shown, where all false positives have
been successfully eliminated.

[6]

[7]

(a)

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
(b)
Fig. 3. (a) The face detection results of the VJ [4] algorithm for
image 26 of the Bao database are shown with red squares. (b) The
face detection results after skin color based post-ﬁltering. All false
detections have been eliminated.

[12]

[13]

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
[14]

We presented a method for combining the Haar feature based face
detector [4] which uses brightness information with a skin-color
classiﬁer in a post-processing framework. We compared two methods for skin pixel classiﬁcation: Bayesian method with the histogram
technique and the explicit method. We also used an illumination
compensation step prior to skin color detection. The experimental
results on the Bao color face image dataset show that the skin-color
post-ﬁltering method using the Bayesian classiﬁer is superior to the
original VJ [4] algorithm and a pre-ﬁltering method in the literature
[10].
We plan to do experiments on more extensive color face
databases. We also plan to improve the skin-color based face detection algorithm to further decrease the number of false negatives.

[16]
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